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Abstract 

In this Information Age of rapid technological change, computers have become an 

integral part of our everyday world. They are a fmil iar  tool in homes, offices, and schools, 

but rarely in the church school. This project explored the use of the cornputer in Christian 

Education by reporting on the development of a Computer Centre for a Sunday School, 

interviewhg Christian Educators using computers in their programs, reviewing software for 

use in Christian Education, studying the strengths and limitations of cornputer technology in 

Christian Education, and reflecting and theorizing from an educational and theological 

perspective on the findings of the study and the implications for Christian Education. The 

computer was found to be a usehl tool for emiching Christian Education programs by 

increasing their child/youtli appeal, leanüng potential and cultural relevance. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

We live in a rapidly changing world. The Information Age has brought tremendous 

technological developments to our lives. Cornputers, once the stuE of science fiction, have 

become an integral part of our everyday world. Increased availability and affordability have 

made computers a familiar tool in homes, offices, and schools. Our children and youth are 

well acquainted with this medium, often surprising their elders with their knowledge and 

comfon with this new technology and their desire to use it. In fact, many youth spend more 

of their fiee time using their computer than any other leisure activity. Yet despite this 

ovenvhelming trend in other areas of our lives, it is still rare to find computers in the church 

school being used for the important task of Christian Education. This project proposes to 

explore how we can make effective use of this powerful tool to M e r  our goals in 

educational ministry today . 

As a Diaconal Minister and a Christian Educator, I am always alert for new and vital 

ways to comrnunicate the faith in today's langage. The goal of Christian Education is to 

tell 'the old. old story' in ways that speak to today's world. WF need to use every tool 

available to teach biblicai knowledge and Christian tmths in meaninfil ways that relate to 

life. 



The cornputer is an attractive tool for leaming. One would have to be living in a vacuum to 

be unaware of the tremendous impact that computer technology is having in our world today. 

Slow!y ch-& hg- h ~ n i i n  i t s  jniirnry intc the ci_igitd -,y9r!& I ~ P Q ~ S  zgc yep; f ' e ~ ~  
--Od"-- --"' J -- 

church offices were computerized. Today many own computers and fax machines, and sorne 

have developed their own web pages. Even small churches are becoming equipped with 

cornputers, often through donation. Not long ago, this would have been disrnissed as a pipe 

dream. 

Personally 1 have experienced the same rapid growth cuve  in computer use. It did 

not take very long to progress fiom initial expenments with computer use to being unable to 

imagine functioning eficiently in ministry without a computer. Going "on-line". 

expenencing the power of electronic mail and the wealth of information available on the 

World Wide Web, and taking a distance education course via the Intemet have been eye- 

opening experiences of the power and potential of this medium. 

Most importantly, as a parent, I have been amazed at the interest, indeed passion, that 

my children have for computers. My educator's antenna was alerted as they have learned 

math and problem solving skills, and even gramrnar, through play using popular software. 

And the learning wasfun! Children and youth love computers. They are eager for the 

multimedia leaming experiences that are availabie through today's computer software. 

What if we could unleash that kind of passion for leaming about the Bible and faith? 

In this t h e  when so many churches and Sunday Schools are experiencing declining 
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attendance, a high dropout rate of youth, dissatisfaction with ctiniculum, biblical illiteracy, 

and just plain boredorn with Sunday School, could computer technology provide a ray of 

hope? What is the role for computers in Christian Education? 

1 x 7  ,, l:..-. l l v b  ii; a digital n û i ~ ~ .  P - - - - - ~ T -  b--L-- 
L U M ~ U L Ç L  L C L L U L V ~ ~ I ~ ~  i j  ilcri: Io stay and we ignore it ai 

the peril of becoming irrelevant. This is a providential time as computer hardware is 

becoming increasingly prevalent, accessible and Sordable, even for the average church. The 

computer is the wave of the future and, indeed, already the Ianguage of today. It is one more 

tool that we c m  use to reach and teach. It is a tool that we need to explore in order to 

understand its strengths and weaknesses, and plan for its effective use in teaching. In this 

thesis, 1 will argue that it is essential that those involved in educational ministry develop 

some strategies for the application of computer technology into our Christian Education 

programs in ways that are consistent with our beliefs, purpose and objectives in religious 

education. 

This project will explore the use of computers in Christian Education by 

1) reporting on the development of a Cornputer Centre for a Sunday School, 

2) interviewing Christian Educators who are using computers in Christian Education, 

3) researching current developments and available software for Chnstian Education, 

4) studying the strengths and limitations of computer technology for Chnstian Education, 

5) reflecting and theonMg fiom an educational and theological perspective on the fmdings 

of the study and the implications for Christian Education. 



Chapter 2 

Literature Review 

a) Literature related to the use of Cornputers in Christian Education 

The late Dr. David Lochhead, former professor of systematic theology at Vancouver 

School of Theology, wrote two books, Theology in a Digital World ( 1  988)  and Shifting 

Realities ( 1  997), which explore the impact of the spread of computer technology on the 

Christian faith and on the church. A pioneer in the area, he provides theological insights to 

his description of the underlying and often hidden impact of computer technology and the 

major transition that it is bringing to our world view. He points out that the computer is a 

machine, and that no machine is "just a tool",' but radier affects and shapes us often at an 

unconscious level. His exploration of incamational theology, the nature of Christian 

community, and the relational nature of conversion and Christian living in light of the 

cornputer's function as a processor of information is illuminating and provides helpful 

insights for the theological reflection that is an important part of this study. 

In his fascinating book, Growing up Digiral: The Rise ofthe Net Generation, Don 

i 

David Lochhead, Theology in a Digital World (Toronto: United Church Publishing 
Houe: 1988), p. 28. 



Tapscott profiles the biggest demographic group in the United States and Canada. While they 

are often called the "Echo" (of the Baby Boom), Tapscott names them the "Net Generation" 

or 'W-Geners", because thiç group of children and young people (numbering over eighty- 

eight million) is the first generation to grow up surrounded hy digital media and computer 

technology. For most of this generation (bom fiom 1977 to 1997), computers are as naturd 

as toasters. Even those without access to a home computer have some degree of fluency with 

digital media through school, library or fiend's computers. Many of the youngest of this 

generation will grow up using their home computer even before they leam to write. The 

impact of computer technology on this generation has been, and will be, profound. The 

impact that this generation will have on society. on the systems of education. economy. and 

government will be equally profound. Tapscott states, 

"For the first time in history, children are more cornfortable, knowledgeable, and 
literate than their parents about an innovation centrai to socie W... Already these kids 
are learning, playing, communicating, working, and creating communities very 
differently than their parents. They are a force for social transformation.'" 

These are the children who are currently in our Sunday Schools. It is little wonder that the 

teaching methods of the past are no longer effective in reaching this generation. 

In 1990, the Division of Mission in Canada of the United Church of Canada published 

a study calied Future Directions in Christian Education: Cornputer Technology in Christian 

Education. Although nine years old (which is ancient in the computer world), it has valuable 

content in t e m s  of a critique of computer technology, a description of computer applications 

pp - - 

2 

Don Tapscott, Growing Up Digital: The Rise of the Net Generation. Wew York: 
McGraw-Hill, 1 998), p. 1-2. 
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in Christian Education, and an evaluation tool for software (which was used in the 

developrnent of the evaluation tool used in ?bis study). 

nie writers begin by demonstrating that historically the church has made use of the 

m m t  advanced technology availahle - frnm handwitten hookc to the pnnting press to 

filmstrip and VCRs. The cornputer is simply one more tool that technology has made 

available. 

The document contains some helpful description of the potential challenges with the 

use of computer technology in terms of the psychological aspects (their perceived 

impersonality, problems with phobias and addictions) and the sociological aspects (fear of 

mechanization. disenfianchisement of poorer congregations. and expansion costs). These 

c ha1 lenges will be addressed Chapter 7. 

The authors clearly identify the importance of assessing the theological stance and 

values of the software. "In al1 cases, it is important to remember that the computer plays no 

active role in the teaching process. The teaching is really being done by the author of the 

pr~gram."~ While this is true and the author of the software does have profound influence on 

content and piesentation, the software is not the ody  teacher in the classroom. I will argue 

that the teacher in the computer centre has an equally important role is designing a process 

which uses the software as a tool for teaching. 1 will suggest that software of a slightly 

different theological stance or perspective can be used by a good teacher to fcster questions 

Division of Mission in Canada, United Church of Canada. Future Directions in 
Christian Education: Cornputer Technology in Christian Education , January, 1 990, p. 5. 
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and discussion about the differences. In the years since the report, there have been dramatic 

advances in the development of software. There are many more helpful categories and 

approaches available today. Careful screening and selection of software with an akvareness 

ûf ü i id~d jkg  mcssages k ex&ciiie&- impoiimt, G k i ~ ~ F i ' ù l  p ~ ~ i i i i ï ~ g  ûf k j j ù i l ~  tû i ~ ü ~ h  &.h 

the prograrns. 

That is why the resources provided by Neil MacQueen are so very helpful to anyone 

exploring the use of computers in Christian Education. MacQueen, a Presbyterian minister 

and the founder of Szrnday School So fnuure Ministries. has written an excellent how-to- 

manual for those exploring the use of computers in Christian Education. Cornputers, Kids, 

and Christian Education (1998) is an practical '.4 to Z' book which is based on his years of 

expenence using the cornputer in Christian Education. MacQueen writes about the attraction 

of multimedia learning techniques which the newer software prograrns use to full advantage. 

Multiple senses are used through sound bytes, images, music clips, animation, art, and the 

spoken and written word to e ~ c h  and deepen the learning experience. He notes quite 

correctly that Sunday School teachee have been applying multimedia techniques in the 

classroom for decades. "Our lessons have routinely included music, art, dramas, memory 

work, and movement dong with good old reading and writing. Christian educaton have 

always used audiovisual tools to enhance teaching - fish drawn in the dirt, stained glass 

windows, B ible-story pictures, flannel graph figures, filmstrips, or videos". 

Neil MacQueen, Computen, Kids, and Christian Education (Augsburg Fortress, 1 W8), 
p. 5. 



MacQueen7s book and web site provide a gold mine of resources, information! 

techniques, and critiques of sohvare. Many of his suggestions were used in the development 

of the Computer Centre that will be described in Chapter 4. Severd of his recommendations 

will he refend ?ci in later chapterc of this pper. 
C 

MacQueen makes a helpful distinction between using the computer as an activity 

centre (sticking your children in front of the computer) and using the computer as a teaching 

tool. Cornputers cannot replace teachers, but the role of the teacher is shifted fiom the 

traditional Sunday School class "teller" to that of a "guide" and "interpreter". MacQueen's 

ministry through Sunday School Sofiivare is to provide tools to help teachers to teach with 

computers. As the only Company whose entire mandate is selling Christian softtvare for the 

Sunday School. he h a  the greatest selection available for purchase. He previews a great deal 

of software, assessing it on a number of scales (including theologicd stance. educational 

value, and Wd'-appeal). He sells only what he recommends and provides excellent 

Teaching Tips with the sobvare. His previews and recomrnendations (also rejections on the 

'No' Shelf) are tnistworthy fiom a mainline perspective and Save the purchaser hours and 

wasted dollars on inappropriate software. 

Wood Lake Books has published Get Me tu the Church Online which is a resource for 

those wanting to explore the Christian resources of the World Wide Web. While it is not 

intended in the scope of this project to explore applications with the Intemet, this is an area 

for future study. As well, the World Wide Web is an important source of matenals and 

program ideas for Christian Educators seeking to use the computer. 
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A dissertation by Todd Douglas Anderson, Hearing the Word in Our Chvn Langiage: 

C o m p t e r  Use in the Local Church for the 21st Cenrury (1997), describes the use of 

computen in the Christian Education ministry of Linworth United Methodist Church, in 

Washington. Ohio. Despite having a well-equipped computer centre and teacher training. 

Anderson experienced dificulties in the early stages in getting teachers to bring their classes 

to make use of the computers. Teachers expressed dificulty in relating the computer to their 

Sunday School cumculum and a deeper fear of darnaging the computers '%y pushing the 

wrong button". This is illustrative of a potential problem for computer usage in Sunday 

School. Even the best resource is useless, if it is not used. 1 will suggest that this problem 

c m  be eliminated by using the computer(s) as a Learning Centre and training specific 

teachers to operate the Centre. 

In From BC to PC: A Guide for L%ing Cornputers with Children in Christian 

Education, Jane McKoy Comell and Nancy McCook Spence describe ways of using word 

processing programs and creativity software with students to write their ovm versions of 

Bible stones. They provide several practical ideas and tools for using computers as a creative 

response and publishing centre, including creating a slide show, story book, book marks, a 

story box, cards, and publishing a newslerter. 

Although rot directly applicable to the church setting, research and theory about 

computer use in the education sector provides some useful insights. In Hard Lesson?, an 

William Buckeley, Hard Lessons in the Wuil Street Journal Interactive Edition, 
November 17, 1997. <http:/i interactivewsj .corn> 
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article published in the Wall Street Journal Interactive Edition, William Buckeley identifies 

ten lessons that educators have learned afier a decade of having computers in the school. 

Research h a  s h o w  that computers have resulted in an increase in student motivation, that 

behaviour, computers foster teamwork. The article reports that the problem areas in the 

effective use of computers in classrooms has to do with lack of teacher training (on basic 

computer use and how to use a computer as a tool to teach), and the lack of cornputen (the 

ratio of students to computer is too hi& to allow enough hands-on experience). 

One point of divergence between the school cornputer expenence and the Sunday 

School cornputer experience has to do with the most effective place to locate the computers. 

In schools, experience has s h o w  that computers are better used when they are located in the 

classrooms. 1 will argue that in the church school, computers are best located in computer 

centres. This will be discussed in Chapter 8. 

The experience of the education sector is also helpfùl in understanding the teacher's 

role in learning with the computer. Ryba and Anderson in their book Learning ivith 

Cornpurers: Effective Teaching Strategies address this topic well. They summarize their 

opinion with this quote fiom the British Microelectronics in Education Projecl: 

Hardware witltout software ir just junk 
but 

Sofware without Teaclring is just Noire. 

They identie six roles that are important for the teacher in computer education: Planner, 
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Manager, Facilitator, Guide, Model, and Participard A full description of the roles of the 

teacher in church cornputer centre will occur in Chapter 9. 

This study falls into the category of qualitative research using a phenomeno1ogicai 

method. The emphasis of this inductive, descriptive approach is on capturing the essence of 

a lived experience. Data collection in this mode1 is by observation, interviews and written 

descriptions of the experience. The researcher uses intuition to inirrpret and give meaning to 

the data. There are severd approaches to analysing phenomenological data. Van Kaam 

(1 966) suggested a process of classi&ing data and ranking the classifications based on 

frequency of occurrence. Giorgi (1 970) recommended a sünilar approach, but integrated a 

more holistic technique (considering the relationships of the data to each other and the 

whole). The importance of the phenomenon is not established solely by frequency of 

occurrence, but by the intuitive judgernent of the researcher. 

Van Manen (1990) describes hermeneutic phenomenology. This method is 

descriptive (phenomenological) in that it seeks to describe the phenomenon or lived 

experience as it is, but it is also interpretive (hermeneutic) in that it asserts that there is no 

such thing as uninterpreted phenomena. The very process of recording the facts of a lived 

experience into language is in essence an act of interpretation. The researcher must be 

Ken Ryba and Bill Anderson, Lenrning with Cornputers: Effective Teachi12g Strutegies. 
(Eugene, Oregon: International Society for Technology in Education, 1 993), p. 1 1 - 18. 



"objective" (remain true to the object) in an attempt to describe the true nature of the 

experience. But at the same time, the researcher needs "subjectivity" using personal insight, 

perception and intuition in order to convey rneaning and depth to the description of the object 

meaning of the lived experience. 

The point of phenornenological research is to "bonow" other people's expenences 
and their reflections on their experiences in order to be better able to come to an 
understanding of the deeper meaning or significance of an aspect of human 
experience, in the context of the whole of human expenence ..... We gather other 
people's experiences because they allow 11s to beconze more experienced ourselves.' 

The term "bracketing" in phenomenological research kvas first used by Husserl (1 970) 

who bonowed it from mathematics. Bracketing means to suspend one's beliefs or 

knowledge about the phenornenon being studied. It is not to deny them, but rather to lay 

them aside? concentrating instead on the lived experience being studied. It is a tool to aid 

objectivity. 

Max Van Manen, Researching the Lived Experience. (London: Althouse Press, 1990), 
p. 62. 



Chapter 3 

Methodology 

This project began in pondering the possibilities of using old cornputers to enhance 

our Christian Education program in the church which I serve. This beginning opened the 

door to an exploration and possibilities which far exceeded my original goals. 

The creation of a church computer centre at Trinity United Church was the bais  of 

this research. Developments in the centre were recorded fiom its very humble beginnings to 

its present form using an ongoing journaling technique. Each date of use was recorded dong 

with notes, learnings, questions and reflections. Three tools were developed to mess the 

experience in the computer [ab: 

1) The Questionnaire for ChildrenlYouth (Appendix 1) evaluated the cornputer learning 

experience and the particular software prograrn that was used. 

2) Teachers and Leaders in the computer centre were given a questionnaire (Appendix III) to 

evaluate the software used in the centre. 

3) An Active Observation Tool (Appendix IV) was created and used by the author to record 

observations in the computer centre. 

A list of contacts with experience using the computer in Christian Education was 

created through word of mouth, workshops and linkages on the World Wide Web. A letter of 
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introduction and tsvo questionnaires were sent to these people by e-mail. fax, or regular post. 

A general questionnaire asked them to describe their experience with cornputers in Christian 

Education (Appendix II) and the other asked them to evaluate the sofhvare that thry use in 

their teaching (Appendix III). They were invited to share the questionnaires with teachers and 

leaders in their church computer centre. 

A tool was created with a seiies of questions to assist in the evaluation of sofnvare for 

use in Christian Education (Appendix V). This tool was used for the Review of Software in 

Chapter 10, but also would be useful for anyone wishing to evaluate software for their 

Christian Education programs. 

While starting with an expressed bias in favour of the use of computer technology in 

Christian Education, the researcher needed to remain open to the possibility that research and 

experience would prove othenvise or demonstrate limitations and concems about computer 

use in Christian Education. The concept of bracketing (descnbed above) proved a useful 

technique. 

Informed Consent 

Informed consent to use the computer centre at the church for this thesis research 

project was given by the Executive of the Official Board of Trinity United Church. Parents 

of children and youth using the Centre received a letter introducing the Computer Centre and 

asking for signed consent for their dUld to participate in this study. The covering letter 

attached to questionnaires sent to Christian Educators indicated that completing the 

questionnaire would be deemed as permission to use the results in this study. 



Chapter 4 

The Story of the Development of a Computer Centre 

The Computer Centre at Trinity United Church was birthed when a drearn about 

possibilities and practical reaiities (the need for a thesis project) came together for the witer. 

The church had upgraded its computers in the church office and purchased new computers for 

the ministers. These upgrades lefi old computers sitting on a shelf gathering dust, and so I 

began to devise ways to use them to add some diversity to our Christian Education progrm. 

Our fledging Computer Centre was launched with three DOS computers (Wo 286's 

and a 386) at our Vacation Bible School in August of 1998. The Cornputer Centre, one of the 

Learning Centre options for the program, used a word processing program to have children 

create booklets related to the theme. While the Centre was reasonably successful, we quickly 

expenenced the limitation of the older and slower computers, especiaily in t ems  of their 

child-fnendliness. As well, the leaders found it difficult to return to DOS language and 

cornrnands after having become accustomed to newer computers with Windows 95. 

Technical difficulties (a monitor that faded out and printer jams) created additional 

challenges, and we discovered that the small room that we had thought wodd be perfect for 

the computers, was really too crowded. A work space (table) was needed away from the 

computers. Despite these challenges, we knew that the Computer Centre had great potential. 
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We now understood ourselves to be on a 'learning c w e '  or a joumey of discovery to find 

the best and most effective ways to teach with computers. 

The next step was to explore the sofbvare options. My survey found a few good 

programs for older cnmpiiters. However, I wris very imprecsed with the learning/teaching 

potential of the software created for better computers equipped with CD ROMs. I began to 

explore possibilities of what, at the begiming, had seemed an impossible drearn - good (CD 

ROM equi~ped) computers for the cornputer centre. 

Although we explored the possibility of upgrading Our older computers with various 

parts that members donated, we discovered inherent difficuities with compatibility and 

capability made upgrading unfeasible. 

In October, we moved the Computer Centre into a larger room, setting the computers 

up in a line dong one wall. This formation allowed the teacher easy access to al1 the 

computers, to monitor progress, assist with dificulties, and engage students in dialogue at 

teachable moments. We found the Centre to be a very popular choice with the students in 

Sunday School, even with our limited computers. (At one point we were ninning Captain 

Bible without sound effects because we did not have sound capabilities - yet the youth were 

still eager to play!). We had to limit users in the centre and rotate by ages to rneet the 

demand and allow for equal access. 

In January of 1999, we used the computers in the church offices for several weeks as 

an experirnent to detemine the young people's reaction to the newer CD ROM software. 

The response was powerful and enthusiastic. We were impressed with the leaming potential, 
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and Our direction and cornputer centre goals were confirmed. 

It was at this point that we discovered the importance of telling the computer story 

and communicating the dream to the congregation. The scriptural promise, "Ask and YOU 

~ h d l  teceive," wac confirmed in iurpricing ways. Pr ~e hegm to conimw--cete îhout the 

hopes for our computer centre, we were surprised by the interest of the congregation. A 

member offered the loan of CD ROM- equipped 486 computer. Othen offered computer 

parts - speakers, printers, CD ROMs. Next we had a Pentiurn level computer donated in 

exchange for an offering receipt of the value. 

The Youth Group championed the cause and began hind-raising for a computer. The 

Trustees agreed to match their efforts. We applied and received a grant and a matchine 

fhdraising grant fiom the LInited Church Youth Vision Fund which fosters new initiatives in 

youth ministry. This money allowed us to purchase two Celeron computers with seventeen- 

inch screens (for greater visibility for two to three children in Front of each screen). 

By August of 1999, we had a four-station computer centre ready for use as a learning 

centre; it was used first for o u  Vacation Bible School, and then for Sunday School in the fdl. 

Our scheduling allowed for greater access to the computers for older children and youth. We 

have found that younger children are engaged with the other creative options that we use in 

o u  Sunday School program, but that older children and youth are beginning to be bored by 

the "same old things". They have shown great interest in the computer centre. Our Youth 

Sunday School class met every other week in the centre and used The Li$e of Christ as their 

curriculum. Some youth even came to church early in order to catch up when they missed a 
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session! 

The Centre was also available for the Youth Group during their Open Sessions. On 

these evenings no session or meeting is planned, but the Youth are invited to corne to the 

church to do their homework. to play games. listen to music' or just to 'hane out'. Making 

the Computer Centre available during this time provided an opportunity for a longer time to 

play some of the Bible games like Captain Bible or Exodus. As well, the computers were 

available for word processing if a youth needed to type up an assignrnent. This was helpful 

for those youth without computers at home. 

An adult study group on the computer began in October of 1999 doing the Life of 

Christ (Discovery). A small group, of people with littie or no experience with computers, 

gathered on Wednesday mornings. The oldest member was eighty-five years old! They 

enjoyed learning computer skills as they learned more about Jesus' life. They have become 

great advocates for the computer centre and this new style of leaming. 

In one year we went fiom a fledgling computer centre to a well-equipped and 

functioning centre. ln that year we discovered that more is possible than we drearned. 

Sometimes our greatest limitation is our own 'nay-saying'. We learned that people care very 

deeply about the future of the Church and enhancing our ministry with children and youth. It 

is a matter of demonstrating the possibilities. 

Over the next months the learning curve continued: 

We recniited and trained more teachen and leaders for the Centre with a future goal 

of offering an afler-school program. Teachers need to commit time to experiencing 
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the software themselves before teaching the children. 

a We heid two Open Houses for the Cornputer Centre, one for the congregation and one 

for the Presbytery, to show people the possibilities of this new ministry and the kinds 

cf sc"-rr s e  II!~!&!-, W- fcrnd p e ~ p l -  t,~;p:- interes& ~ q d  imnvessed rAb 

(some overwhelmed) by what they saw and the potential. 

We created wall charts to show the progress of students through the programs. This 

created a friendly contest between the youth and adults who were using the same 

program. 

9 We continued to experiment with different methods and programs as we learn what 

works best with different age levels. 

We found diat we needed sound barriers between the cornputers to mufle  the sound 

generated by four computers operating simultaneously. WP designed and built 

portable stand-alone sound screens, which stand between the cornputer stations. 

9 We recruited more 'techies'. These are people with computer technical ability who 

can help us to keep the centre running srnoothly fiom a technical side. 

9 Another donated computer was set up on a moveable cart (another donation) and 

word processing software was installed. This provided a moveable computer that can 

be used by a Sunday School class meeting outside the Centre or for minute taking at a 

meeting. 

How the Cornputer Centre functioneci as part of the Sunday Scltool program: 
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In the fall of 1999, we began a focus on the stones of the Hebrew scriptmes. This 

was a unified theme for worship and Sunday School. From September until Advent, we 

explored the stories of Abraham and Sarah and their descendants. In the new year, we 

continued the senes with the story of Moses and the Exodus. This unified approach dlowed 

us to use the first portion of the worship service (for which the children are present), as an 

introduction for the theme story of the day. The Children's Time affords the perfect 

oppominity for creative storytelling of the Bible story for the chiidren, of course, but with 

the adult congregation listening. Storytelling makes the Bibie corne dive, enriching the 

potential for good preaching and teaching that relates to life. The presence of the children 

allows for that gift to be s h e d  with the whole congregation (even those who would consider 

storytelling an activity for children oniy). After the story, the children depart for Sunday 

School and worship continues with the sermon focusing on the story and its message for 

today. 

In Sunday School, there is an opportunity for m e r  engagement with the story 

through music and further conversation in a bnef open session. Then children are given the 

option of several learning/activity centres which provide a means for M e r  engagement and 

response to the story. Usually four to five centres are offered which, in this case, included 

several of the following: a craft centre, drarna centre. a kitchen centre, an audiovisual centre, 

or  'create a bulletin board' centre. The Computer Centre was one of the options each week 

(although it was limited to a target age group). 

In the Computer Centre, different approaches were used to meet the age and 
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development of the participating children. They explored the story using an interactive Bible 

story software, or explored the Bible character's story using a program like BibZeZand.com 

(see Chapter 10 for a description of soha re ) .  Other classes used their Bibles to find the 

story and create multiole-choice questions to be entered. using the question editor function' 

into a program like Bible Baseball or Journey to Jericho. Later they enjoyed playing the 

game with their own a d  their classrnates' questions. Others created a story or retold the 

Bible story using a creative witing tool like Kidnvorks. These were shared later with other 

students. Youth enjoyed creating stories for younger children. In the final portion of the 

class, the children were encouraged to chose one of the Bible games to play, as  an end-of-the 

session reward. 

An Active Observation Tool (Appendix IV) was used to observe the behaviour and 

reactions of the children in the Cornputer Centre on severai Sundays. Each week the students 

were active in giving answers, making suggestions. reading content and using the mouçe 

(rules were established to ensure sharing). The students' attention was engaged as they 

searched for answers or listened to the narrated story. They were observed leaning into the 

screen with interest, bouncing up and d o m  with excitement and cheering as they got a nght 

answer. and engaging in conversation with the teacher about a challenging question. On 

several occasions these statements were heard: "This is cool.", "We did it!", "This game is 

super". Of course, sorne prograrns were more interesting or exciting than others. It was 

noted that the children enjoy programs that will read the content aloud more than programs 

where they must read for themselves or take t u m  reading. It will be no surprise to the reader 
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that the children enjoyed the game programs best of all. 

Perhaps the best way to gage the effectiveness of the cornputer-enhanced Christian 

Education is the evaluation of the children and themselves. The children and youth were 

asked to cnmp!ete a questionnaire (Appendix 1) a b w t  their experience in the Comyter 

Centre. The lowest rating given to the Centre was a 3, meaning the Computer Centre is 

"Okay ". Eighty-five percent of children and youth rated the Computer Centre with the 

highest rating (5) rneaning it is "Awesome. a Great idea". 



Chapter 5 

The Experience of Other Churches 

Contact was made with eighteen churches who were identified, through persona1 

contact, by colleagues or through the linkages created through web pages, as congregations 

who have some experience in using the computer in Christian Education. A letter of 

introduction with a request for assistance in this study, and two questionnaires were sent to 

each church or identified contact person by e-mail, FAX or regular post. The first 

questionnaire (Appendix II), to be completed by Christian Educators, \vas designed to explore 

how churches are using cornputers and inquired about setting, funding, software, 

programming and the strengths and weaknesses of using computer technology in Christian 

Education. The second questionnaire (Appendix III), to be completed by teachers or leaders, 

was designed to evaluate specific software that churches are using in computer-enhanced 

Christian Education and to describe how the software is used for teaching. The letter stated 

that completed questionnaires indicated consent to use the responses in this study. 

A great deal of effort was expended in identifying the eighteen congregations and 

ferreting out addresses and contacts. The sample is small because it is such a new area for 

muiistry. In fact, 1 was surprised how much detective work was needed to uncover the 

contacts that 1 did fmd. In the course of my exploration, I discovered a great deal of interest 
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in the area, but most educators were just beginning to reflect on the possibilities. In fact, it 

becarne quite humorous how quickly I became the 'expert' in this area when 1 only had a few 

months of experience. 1 received several requests to lead workshops, write articles and give 

advice on usine computers in Christian Education. 

Ten congregations replied to my initial contact (or rny follow-up), and the information 

shared in their questionnaires and/or interviews is surnmarized here. The sample is too small 

to identiQ widespread trends or conclusions. However, the results provide a description of 

the ways in which Christian Educators are using computer technology to enhance their 

programs. It provides a snapshot of this new area of rninistry in its infancy. Truly it is a 

snapshot because developments are happening quickly for those invoived in this area. As I 

write, sorne of the information will already be outciated since the computer centres described 

in the questionnaires have continued their developrnent with new computers. software, and 

more leamings based on teaching experience. 

There was wide variety in the congregations who responded: from a small, rural 

congregation with a Sunday School of twenty, dl the way to a large city congregation with a 

weekly Sunday School attendance of one hundred fi@ children. There were churches from 

both Canada and the United States representing several denominations (Presbyterian, United 

Church of Christ, United Methodist, Baptist, Congregational, and United Church of Canada). 

Many of the churches who responded have created computer centres or labs with 

anywhere from one to six computers in designated rooms in their churches. One reported that 

the computers were stored on portable carts in a storage area and moved to the Sunday 



School classrooms as they were needed. Another church made use of two church office 

computers and three ministerial staff'computers on Sunday mornings. The cornputers and 

software that were used came frorn a variety of sources: both donations (of used computers), 

and purchased though fundraisine efforts. memonal funds (entrusted to Trustees!, or fiinds 

fiom the Christian Development budget. 

Some churches try to provide equal access to the cornputers for al1 children in Grade 

One and above. Othrrs have planned their cornputer schedule to allow greater access to older 

children and youth. However, in every case, careful consideration was given to planning 

computer use. Most, once they have passed the initial started up phase, are attempting to 

make Fuller use of the cornputers. Some open the Computer Centre for timrslots before and 

after Sunday School to allow more computer access. Some use the computers at other times 

during the week, for youth group, an adult study group, or activities. A couple have created 

class web pages and one produces a newsletter created by the children on Wednesday 

evenings. 

There was a fair level of consistency in the software that was reported being used in 

Christian Education programs. Alrnost al1 of the software that was used is reviewed in 

Chapter 10 of this paper. 

The following is a listing of the advice that these Christian Educators would give to 

anyone beginning to explore using the computer in Sunday School: 

0 start small and develop a plan 

0 contact Neil MacQueen and Sunduy School Software 



contact other churches using computers in Christian Education 

# attend workshops 

8 recmit a team to plan and support the computer prograrn 

# recntii teachers who are committed and will devote time to howiving the rofiwitre md 

finding ways to teach with it 

8 recruit people with technical expertise to help with the technology 

a don? begin with poor hardware - cornputers must be CD ROM-equipped (preferably 

at the Pentium level) 

4 begin with a small pilot project 

The foliowing summarizes the comments made about important lemings about 

effective use of computer technology in Christian Education: 

start small rather than big 

use software that has been reviewed and recommended 

use 17 inch monitors for çreater visibility with ideally two (but not more dian three) 

students per computer 

keep the lesson flexible 

thoroughly prepare the lesson so that the students can operate the computer with 

minimal help fiom the teacher 

make sure that d l  students get a chance to participate 

the increased interactivity of the programs increases ownership of the material 

children l e m  a great deal when they create questions based on the theme to be 



entered into quiz game programs (e.g., Bible Basebdl) using the question editor 

The benefits of the use of computer technology in Christian Education were described 

students enjoy leaniing with technology that they enjoy using 

it is one more medium or tool for teaching 

there is great software available to enhance lessons 

it is interactive, 'hands-on', not passive 

it teaches the Bible and the mediurn, as well 

it is a tool for outreach/evangelism because the children are ataacted to it and thus to 

Sunday School 

the introduction of computers sends a message that the church continues to be 

relevant to the needskhanges of society 

computers reach "millennial" kids and c m  be a cross-generational tool where the 

young become the teachers 

adults and youth not normally involved in Sunday School can share their talents in 

this area. Sometimes these people have the least knowledge of the Christian story and 

so there is an oppomuiity for leaming for them as well, while they share their 

computer knowledge and are tearned with experienced teachers in the computer 

setting. 

The following limitations, weaknesses or pitfalls were identified: 



the expense of computers, software and maintenance 

space - multimedia computers need space that isn't always available in churches 

some members of the congregation will question the need for the expenditure for 

tccl,?o!cg;. 

at present, there are not ready-made connections made between curriculum and 

software and so churches must design their approach 

the Christian software market is still somewhat limited, and the theology of much of it 

is conservative, limiting even M e r  the selection for mainline congregations 

having insuficient computers for class size 

the short period of time that is available in Sunday School 

the amount of time that it takes to become farniIiar with th 

teach with it 

e software and pr 

reading skills and familiarity with computers will vary from child to child. 

epare to 

One church reported increased attendance was demonstrated in a class during a six- 

week experiment with cornputer-assisted Sunday School. The class had seven regular 

attenders. During the six week experiment with computers, the class had fifteen visitors and 

two students that did not usually attend class began to stay for class. 

A few churches have begun use the World Wide Web in their programs of Christian 

Education, and many indicated hopes and beginning plans for the future. Several expressed 

the need to develop expertise with their cornputer program on-site before engaging the Web. 

Those churches using the Internet are doing so in a variety of ways. One church 
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allows the students to 'surf' a number of pre-approved Christian sites. This church has also 

held instruction classes with youth on creating their own web page. 

Another church s h e d  the story of their class (Grade 7 and 8) web site. The site was 

created and is maintained totally bv the youth. It serves as a communication tool for ciass 

members about upcoming class sessions and social events, and keeps parents informed of 

up-coming events, pick-up times, and costs. As well, it has served some other hinctions. It 

creates a class presence in the congregation, so that there is an awareness of the youth and 

what they are doing. Weekly worship bulletins include the web address and a 'promo'. There 

are pictwes on the site of the group at work and at play. The leader says that it has created a 

greater sense of group identity for the class, as they have worked toward creating a 'visible 

identity' for the site. Group members attend seven different schools in the comrnunity; the 

leader feels that the site helps to symbolize their identity even when they are not together. It 

also serves as a tool for outreach or evangelism. Many of the class members have told 

fiends about the site and they have checked it out. Links are provided to other appropnate 

sites. The youth have a sense of pride and ownership of their site and their class. 

Another church has a Sunday School web page of a different type. This one is created 

for a Grade 4 class by their teacher. This creative site contains information about upcorning 

class lessons, review quives of past week's lessons, games and activities, information for 

parents, and links to other appropnate sites. It is a very imaginative way to get children to 

take the lesson home with them and engage them through the week. 

Yet another church has created a very innovative web site for their Sunday School. 
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The site in based on children answenng other children's faith questions. The home page 

contains many topics for exploration, for example, Stories Jesus Told, IVïzo is Jesus?, Talking 

to God, Good CVork tu Do. Clicking on those titles takes one into a series of questions with 

the Sunday Schnol children providinp their answerr !o the querrions hsed cn thek stiidy. 

Often û Bible story is re-told by the children using illustrations. Through e-mail children are 

able to submit new questions and comrnents. 

In another church, a class has posted on their web page their research and learnings 

about mission through e-mail contact with a mission worker frorn their denomination. The 

class engaged in a study of the country and reflected on the issues affecting the country. 

These projects represent some very creative attempts to tap the potential that is 

available dirough the World Wide Web. 



Chapter 6 

The Case for Computers in Christian Education 

Multimedia Learning 

Educators have known for a long time that the way to increase interest, retention and 

recall of materiai is to use teaching techniques that are geared to different senses and modes 

of leaming. The level of learning and retention of materid is less if the lesson material is 

presented solely in a verbal fashion than if it is presented using visuais, movies, drama or 

direct experience. Using a variety of techniques in teaching also allows for the fact the people 

iearn in different ways and some have a prrferred mode of leaming. The cornputer utilizes 

many techniques and levels on the Learning Triangle to enrich learning. 

Neil MacQueen speaks of how humans are "wired" for multimedia, multisensory 

learning. "Researchers tell us that there are seven times as many nerve endings for the eyes to 

the brain as fiom the ears to the brain. Visual mernories constitute 88% of our brain's 

recallable knowledge base."' Computers tap into this naturai preference. Advances in 

multimedia software have made it possible to present content that is attractive and 

sthulating in that it engages several senses (visual, auditory, kinesthetic), and uses a variety 

Neil MacQueen, Teaching with Computers in Sundcry School (Chicago: Sunday School 
Software, 1996), p. 4. 



of modes of presentation (images, graphies, the written word, the spoken word, music, 

movies, animation). Today's software is interactive as it draws the Ieamer into the content. 

By using the moue  or keyboard, leamers are able to control the pace, selection of content, 

test retention. The Pace of the presentation is geared to and by the learner. Content is e s i l y  

repeated for mastery. Inquisitive students can delve deeper. 

The current rate of sales in the computer indus. indicates the power of this medium. 

Studies show that in 1999, fi@ percent of households in the United States owned personal 

cornputers. This percentage increases if only households with children are tallied. It is 

predicted that forty percent of Amencan homes will be connected io the Internet by the year 

2000.~ 

The figures for Canada are even higher. Recently the Ford Motor Company iaunched 

an initiative to promote computer expertise among its workers by offering them a home 

cornputer and Internet access for just a few dollars a month. Ford Canada President, Bobbie 

Gaunt, made this statement about Canadian computer use. "Canada is one of the most e- 

sawy countries in the world with 63 percent of persons over 12 having access to the 

Intemet."LO The Ford Company recognizes that power of this medium. They desire to be on 

the leading edge of technology and redize that increasing access to the digital world for their 

Don Tapscott, Growing Up Digital : The Rise of the Net Generation. (New York: 
McGraw- Hill, 1998), p.4 and 22. 

'O Quoted in the London Free Press, Fnday, Febmary 4,2000. 
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workers and families is a worthy investment. 

Cornputers hold a tremendous attraction for people generally, but especially children 

and youth. Our experience in the computer centre confirms this. In these days of declining 

attendance. the church has to discover new means to present the message of faith in ways that 

are culturally relevant. Computer technology provides us with a new and exciting avenue to 

explore. 

Biblical Literacy 

In recent years we have often heard pastors and educators express dismay at the 

biblical illiteracy of our people. Increasingly we find that people do not know the Bible: they 

do not know the wonderful stories of our faith and consequently they cannot make the faith 

connections with their lives. The computer is a wonderful tool to assist in the battle with this 

growing problem. New computer software presents biblical content in an attractive and 

enjoyable way that promotes leaming. Repetition of content, variety in presentation, quizzing 

on retention and rewards for learning are built into the program. Biblical literacy increases as 

students use software that they enjoy and a medium that they are eager to use. 

The focus of most of the software explored in this project was on leaniing biblical 

content rather than on interpretation or scholarly debate. It is the writer's hope that softmre 

which explores biblical study using modem biblical scholarship (including the formation of 

the Bible, historical method, redaction, liberation and feministic theology) might be 

developed as maidine churches embrace this style of education and make f h d s  available for 
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the production of these resources. Much of the software available today has been developed 

by those frorn the conservative end of the theological spec tm ,  because they have 

understood the power of this medium for evangelism and provide financial support of these 

initiatives. Fnrtunate!y r ~ f t w a r e  !ha? is cf a s!ipht!y difirent t.pc!ogicd s!" rr perspxtiw 

does not have to be rejected for use in the Compter Centre. A good teacher can use the 

sohvare to foster questions and discussions about differences. Every curriculum or resource 

must be adapted to suit the needs and approach of the setting and teacher. 

History of Technology in Christian Education 

The initial reaction to the idea of computers in the Sundriy School is usually 

hesitation or skepticism. It shouldn't be. Christian Educators have always tried to use and 

develop new tools for teaching and sharing the faith. There have always been 'nay-sayers' 

who have questioned the expenditure, feared the technology, or claimed it was a passing fad. 

Many Christian Educators can tell stones of the difficulty that they had years ago in 

convincing the Church Board that a record player or filmstrip projector was a responsible 

purchase for the Church School. This was repeated with the slide projector, the tape 

recorder, the overhead projector, the movie projector, and the VCR. 

From the time the biblical story was first recorded in hand-written books, some 

people have treated new technology with hesitation and suspicion - perhaps with some ment, 

for there is no question that new technology does bring about change. Who could have 

predicted the dramatic revolution that began with the creation of the printing press? As 
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books became available to everyone, knowledge became more accessible to the average 

person. In the ecclesiastic world, this meant a great reduction in power for the clergy who at 

one point were the holders of knowledge. Thus began the great transition from an oral 

sociep to a snciety haied nn the printec! werd. 

Today. we are faced with that same type of changing environment. Although the print 

medium is still powerfbl, its days are numbered in its present form. Television, radio and 

most importantly, the cornputer with its ability to connect us to the vast network of the 

Information Highway have launched us into a new age, ofien calied the Information Age. 

Like Dorothy in The Wizard of Oz, the average person is begiming to expenence what the 

prophets of technology have been forecasting. It is a new and different world, a digital world, 

and like Dorothy, we sense that we are not in Kansas anymore! 

The church today has a choice: it can recognize, and engage, this rapidly changing 

world or it can bury its head in the sand and go the way of the dinosaur. Our experiences at 

Trinity. and the experiences of other churches, demonstrate that the cornputer has a valuable 

teaching role in our Sunday School. As well, it is valuable tool for outreach and evangelism, 

since it aids us in attracting and keeping young people in our church. 



Chapter 7 

The Limitations of Computer Technology 

Computers can be wonderhl additions to our programs of Christian Education, but 

like every other tool or technique they have limitations. It is important to understand and 

plan with these elements in mind. 

Computers are processors of information, but the Christian faiih is a living 
relationship. 

Computers are the key tool of the Information Age, which places a high value on 

information which can be digitalized, that is reduced to bare data. coded into strearns of digits 

or bits. and comrnunicated. There is power in the information and the speed of transfer or 

communication. Vast surns of money c m  now be tnnsfened aimost instantly anywhere in 

the world. Access to üemendous amounts of information is readily available through the 

Intemet. The retail industry is being revolutionized by e-shopping. Al1 aspects of life are 

being influenced and changed by cornputer technology. 

The underlying operating principle of the Information Age is that information is a 

valuable cornmodity - information that can be reduced to streams of binary digits. Computers 

are wonderfil processors of information, but the Christian faith is much more than 

information: it is a living relationship. To reduce everythmg to bits of information, leaves 



linle room for mystery. David Lochhead put it in these words, "Data do not transform the 

human heart. Faith is not a matter of having reliable statistics. Hope is not a matter of the 

projection of trends into the future. The word of God cannot be reduced to bits."" 

The Christian faith is relational and experiential. It is generated. sustained and 

nourished in community. Information - about the Bible, theology, history, geography, ethics, 

etc. - is important and can inform the faith, but the mere transmission of the information 

does not convert or transform the person receiving it. It is essential that we understand this 

as we use the computer in Christian Education. The computer must always be seen as a mol 

within the total spectnim of tools and techniques that we have for teaching. However, the 

tools do not replace the important role of the comrnunity in faith development. As we use the 

computer for Christian Education purposes, ~ v e  must find ways to build group work and 

sharing into the process. As is stated so often, the faith is caughr not taughr. 

It is also essentiai to understand that a computer does not replace a good teacher. 

Children should not be 'plunked' in front of the computer screen to joyride through 

programs. There is a very important teaching role with cornputers. However, it is a different 

role than traditional teaching. The shifting roles of the teacher will be descnbed in the next 

chapter. 

Psych ological and Sociological Impact of Cornputer Technology 

The United Church of Canada's study document, Cornputer TechnoZogy in Christian 

David Lochhead. Shifting Realities: Infirmation TechnoZogy and the Church. (Geneva: 
World Council of Churches, 1997, p. 60. 
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Education (1 990) identified that "the acceptability of computers for use in a given situation is 

governed as much by the perceptions people have of them as by their (the cornputer's) 

technical suitability."" 

%me peny!e fear ccmyuter !echc!~g)r. $mm f e z  L~S, --ce tc their i x x ~ e r i e n c e ,  

they will darnage the computer. These fears are easily alleviated through practical hands-on 

experience with a guide. Adults seem to be more susceptible to this fear than children. In 

Our computer centre, the children were ready and eager to try new prograrns (even if they had 

litile prior experience). The adults, however, needed lots of support and reassurance as they 

made friends with the computer and learned to navigate with the mouse. 

Other people fear computer technology because they perceive it to be a threat to 

individuality. They are concemed that people will be reduced to numbers. They find 

cornputers impersonal and isolating, and they worry about addictions. Certainly, in extreme 

cases, individuals have developed addictions, trading the real life relationships with farnily 

and friends for the exciternent of cyberspace. However, problems with addiction are really a 

larger psychological problern which is not isolated to computer use, but rather is a h c t i o n  of 

personality disorder. 

Many people have been surprised that instead of de-personalizing whatever they 

touch, computers c m  actually increase communication and intimacy. In fact the slogan of üie 

1980's was, "High tech, hi& touch." E-mail and the Intemet have provided avenues for 

instantaneous communication, overcoming geographical isolation, providing the opportunity 

I 2  DMC, ibid., p. 5. 
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for meeting like-minded people, and the development of caring comrnunities (including 

communities of prayer and worship). While we may question these cyber-communities from 

other perspectives (for example, What does this body-Iess communication mean in light of 

our incamational t henlogy?), they certain1 y prwe  that cornputer !ec!mc'!ogy does net force 

people to become impersonal and isolated. However, the 'body-less' communication does 

allow for deception, as when some users choose to assume other identities or misrepresent 

themselves in chat rooms. This c m  range from innocent tùn and experimentation, to more 

serious deception for ulterior motives. Plans must be in place to ensure the safety of our 

young people as they explore the digital world. 

Until recent years. access to the world of technology and specifically computer 

technology has been male dominated. However, the changing role of women and the efforts 

made by educators and industry to balance access are beginning to establish more gender 

balance. Care must be taken in the computer centres to ensure that there is equal access. 

Cost Factors and Dispority Among Congregations 

Although the cost of computers has declined rapidly, there is an expense factor in 

establishing a cornputer centre. To the initial outlay for a cornputer, one must add a budget 

for software, tables or desks, perhaps some sound proofmg between computers, and regular 

maintenance. For multiple computen, software needs to be purchased for each computer. 

With the rapid developments in the computer field, technology becomes outdated very 

rapidly. While this has benefited the Sunday School by increasing the availability of less 

expensive used computers and opening the door for computer donations, it also can be a 
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limiting factor. There is a strong possibility that computers purchased today will need to be 

upgraded in order to run software that will be developed in the near future. Newer programs 

al1 seem to require more memory and more speed. Technology becomes obsolete very 

quickly. O f  coiirse, the programs purchared for the cc?mputers in 3 ccmy-ter centre today 

will continue to operate on those computers. However, the computer credo seems to be: 

more is better ... more memory, more speed, better sound, DVD's, and the list goes on. 

Churches will need to resist that seductive l u e  of expansion for the sake of expansion. 

More is not necessarily better. 

Cornplicating the issue is the nature of the software market, which is driven by sales, 

including Christian software. Today there are very few programs available for older DOS 

computers, because there is not rnoney to be made in this area. This makes it hard for 

churches who have older computen to obtain teaching prograrns. As well, excellent 

Christian software sometimes goes out of production because it did not produce suficient 

sales in a profit-driven industry. Sunday School S o f ~ a r e ,  a Company specializing in 

Christian software, regularly has availability alerts as publishers decide to cease production of 

a program. They have been active in finding ways to keep good Christian software in 

production. Hopefully, as more churches move into computer-enhanced Christian Education, 

the availability and diversity of good Christian sofhvare will improve. 

Apart fiom the financial expenditures, the introduction of the computer to Christian 

Education requires time and energy, as well as the willingness on the part of teachers to 

become acquainted with the software and to develop new ways of teaching. The investrnent 
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of time and volunteers must also be factored into the measurement of the cost. 

Another issue that might be raised is a stewardship concem. If computer resources 

are only used for one hour of Sunday School on Sunday morning, and if the computer centre 

remains locked and inoperative during the week, it woiild he fair !n question th.e expense 

versus the merit for ministry. However, the computer centre can be used in a variety of ways 

during the rveek, for youth work, after school programs or clubs, or for adult study. There 

might be ways that the centre could be made availabie to the comrnunity for cornputer 

seminars or literacy programs. 

Perhaps an even deeper stewardship question exists. 1s it ethical for the church to 

spend money on technology, when so many in the world go hungry? 1s it good Christian 

stewardship for churches to invest money into prograins such as these when there is clear 

evidence of the widening gap between the rich and the poor, and when we know that some 

people who live in our own country do no t have the means for survival? These are deep and 

painful issues with which the church through the centuries has had to stniggle. There are no 

easy answers. However, in a day when the church must ask dificult questions about its own 

survival in the future, ail sides of the issue m u t  be explored. 

Most certainly, it will be easier for some congregations to finance this new ministry. 

Congregations struggling to survive and threatened with closure have littie tirne, energy or 

finances for new ventures. Ml congregations will need to count the cost of proceeding into 

this world of computer technology. However, the consequences of not proceeding in tems of 

cultural relevance also need to be identified and carefully weighed. 



Chapter 8 

Introducing Corn puters to Christian Education 

The Cotriputer Centre Versus a Cornputer in Each Classroom 

There seems to be agreement arnong Christian Educators that the best way to 

introduce computers into Christian Education is with a computer centre. The term 'computer 

lab' is used by some, but we have chosen to follow the suggestion of Comell and Spence in 

From BC io PC.. "that the lab teminology has the connotation of a sterile environment with 

a child and a computer. For us the centre suggests a central place for shared ~eaming."'~ 

The computer centre is a special place in the church where the computer or computers 

used for Christian Education are located. It may be a small room or corner of an office 

equipped with one cornputer or it may be a large room housing multiple computers. The 

Cornputer Centre is staffed by teaching staff who are experienced in the use of cornputers, are 

acquainted with the software and have developed ways to teach with it. When there is only 

one computer, it might be stationed on a roving cart which can move to different classes and 

goups, but the computer teacher tends to go with it, rather than assuming that each class 

teacher will be trained in computer teaching. 

13 

Iane McKoy Conne11 & Nancy McCook Spence, From BC to PC (Nashville: 
Abingdon Press, 1998), p. 7. 
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While the computer may seem to be a solitary device, it is not so in Christian 

Education. It is best to have two or three children at each computer with a larger (17-inch) 

screen if possible. The children are encouraged to work together, sharing the mouse, making 

group decisions. discussing the material, and taking tums on games. Learning to share 

together in Sunday School is just as important as learning the content. 

Most often there needs to be some sort of scheduling of classes or age groups in the 

centre in order to guarantee equal access to the computer. Many churches use the Computer 

Centre as one of several learning centres related to the theme or topic of study. In this case. 

the children rotate into the centre. Other Sunday Schools book classes into the Computer 

Centre for blocks of time. For exarnple, the Grade 5-6 students might be in the centre for 

three or four weeks doing a unit on Moses and the Ten Cornmandments. The youth class 

might be next using The Life of Christ or Acrual Reality. 

This preference of Sunday Schools in favour of the Computer Centre is a point of 

divergence from the expenence of the secular education system, which advocates for 

computers to be placed in each classroom. Most Christian Educators have fomd that the 

Computer Centre is the best option for churches for several reasons. The first reason, of 

course, is financial. Most churches are doing well to have one or two computen. Few have 

the resources to place a computer in every classroom. As well, many churches have moved 

away fiom graded classes to a more open concept for Sunday School. 

Neil MacQueen expresses the second reason for placing the computers in Computer 

Centre or lab in these words. "The problem is that the computer is the proverbial 880-pound 
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gorilla in the room. If the computer is running in the corner of a classroom, that's where a11 

your kids will want to be."" A computer is like a magnet for children and offers stiff 

cornpetition to other activities. 

Another reason for piacing computers in a Centre with specially trained teachers has 

to do with f i e  limited arnount of time that we have in Sunday School and the limited amount 

of time that teachers have for preparation. To teach effectively with computers takes time in 

preparation and becoming acquainted with the software. Most teachers do not have the time 

for previewing or do not feel tbat they have the expertise to operate the equipment. With 

inexperienced teachen, precious time is lost in class time dealing with the mechanics of the 

computer or the software navigation rather than the content of the lesson. Teachers who are 

cornfortable with computers, who are familiar with the software, and who have developed 

strategies to teach with it, seem to be the best option for church schools. 

Another option that has been used in Cornputer Centres is to use teens as 'computer 

buddies' for younger children (and in some cases with senior adults). Teens are often very 

skilled in computer use and enjoy being a mentor. While they are helping others, they are 

continuing to leam about the Bible, faith and cornrnunity. This is a wondemil oppomuiity for 

the experience of 'hands-on' ministry for youth. 

Getting your Computers - Basic Hardware Needs 

I4 MacQueen, Computers, Ki& and Christian Education, ibid., p. 3 6 .  
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One of the greatest hurdles for people considering using cornputers in Christian 

Education is the challenge of getting computers. Often is seems like an impossible task to 

get one computer, let alone more than one. However, many churches have been surprised 

that once thev beean it was easier than they thought it would he. 

With the rapid advancements in cornputer technology, individuals and businesses are 

upgrading their computers regularly. Used computers c m  be purchased for low prices and 

many people are delighted to donate their old computers for use in the church. (The offer of 

a donation receipt for income tax credit for its value is an added incentive, if this is approved 

by church officiais). 

One of the most important steps in the process of getting computers is to share the 

vision or goals of the computer program. In our experience when people understood what we 

were trying to do, they were very willing to help. We received computer parts @inters, 

speakers, CD ROMs), loaned and donated computers. As well, we received unsolicited 

donations of money. Some Cornputer Centres have been equipped completely with donated 

computers and only have to buy their software. Surprisingly, one of the most dificult things 

is learning to say 'no' to older computers that will not meet software needs. 

Special fund raising for computers is also an option. In our case, the youth did an 

excellent job of raising funds because the congregation was so eager for youth involvement 

that they were happy to support any project that they have. We also were able to use church 

Memorial Funds by way of a rnatching gant. As well, we were able to apply for and receive 

a gant nom a national church fund. 
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It is important for anyone getting started now to begin with a CD ROM-capable 

computer. preferably a 586 (Pentium level) computer. While there is some software that will 

run on a 486, most of the new and better software requires a faster computer. Slower 

cc?mniltp~s --.Y wstc valiirble c l s s  time in :etnet;ing the matcïial, aiid stidciits h a ~ e  !csî 

patience, especially if they are used to faster computers elsewhere. 

The Importance of Starring Small with an Experiment 

Almost every Christian Educator i n t e ~ e w e d  suggested that it was important to start 

slowly in this area of ministry. Neil MacQueen says, " Start slow, start small, start with an 

experiment."" It is a good idea to begin by borrowing a computer or two and purchasing (or 

borrowing) a software program. Then work 114th a small group of children for a few weeks. 

Teachers and students have an opportunity to expenence using the computer in teaching and 

the expenment c m  be evaluated by both students and teachers. This provides some 

experiential data which can be used if a Sunday School decides to take the next step and 

approach the congregation for money for the project or for donations of computers. 

' ibid., p. 9. 



Chapter 9 

The Role of the Teacher in Cornputer-Enhanced 
Christian Education 

It is important to understand that teaching with computers is different £Yom normal 

classroom teaching. The role of the teacher shifts from being the key presenter, questioner, 

facilitator. and source of information to a less central role. "The teacher is no longer the 

'sage on the stage', but the 'guide by the side'," l6 says Neil MacQueen. This is not to Say 

that the teaching role is any less important. It is simply different. It takes time and a little 

effort to learn how to teach with computers. There is a leming curve involved here and 

teachers need to be prepared to commit time to expenmentation. As well, time must be taken 

with each piece of software, learning the mechanics of the program and determining the best 

way to use it in the lesson. All software is different and different techniques are needed in 

order to use thern as a tool to teach the content that the teacher wants to teach. 

Ken Ryba and Bill Anderson, working in the secular education system, have outlined 

the role of the teacher in cornputer education. They say, 

"To assume that it is the software that does the teaching is an easy mistake to rnake. 
The teacher's role is to teach; computers and software simply make that job easier. 
The teacher's role is to plan for and manage the cornputer-leaming environment, and 
to guide the learning that goes on within it. ... Teachers teach, and in order to do so 

l6 ibid, p. 10. 



effectively, they need to understand how the computer fits into the teaching and 
leaming process."" 

Ryba and Anderson have identified six roles of a teacher in cornputer education. We 

will use these roles in describing the functions of the teacher in the Cornputer Centre. 

+ Teacher as Planner: The teacher needs to evaluate the software fkom two 

perspectives - the teacher's view and the student's view - and to create a plan for the 

effective use of the sofhvare in the learning environment. The teacher needs to create 

a lesson plan which would include an introduction to the topic and software, a plan 

for using the software as it relates to the topic (perhaps a worksheet, a questionnaire, 

or an order for approaching the software), discussion, and conclusion of the lesson. 

Planning should also include attention to physical space and the development of 

collaborative groups or teams for shared learning. 

4 Teacher as Manager: The teacher needs to manage the cornputer environrnent to 

control access to cornputers and the sharing of responsibilities when at the computer. 

For exarnple, students need to be reminded to take tums with the mouse and to 

consult when making decisions. The teacher will need to be a time keeper to help 

children move through the software or to allow for a few minutes of game tirne at the 

end of the session. 

4 Teacher as Fncilitator: The teacher needs fust of al1 to assist students in navigating 

the prognm. When the students have 'trapped' themselves in the program, the 

Ry ba and Anderson, Learning w ith Cornputers: Effective Teaching Strategies. 
(Eugene, Oregon: International Society for Technology in Education, 1993, p. 1 1. 
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teacher needs to assist them to find a way out. Cooperative learning should be 

emphasized. The teacher also needs to help students take time for reflection. The 

computer is a fast-moving medium. Teachers sometimes need to slow the process 

dnwn to assis? studentc ir! reflerticp on !ez.xinp. The -!!-p!x& quesric~, or 

restated question, or helphl hint about a Bible story cm facilitate the students' 

leaming. The teacher also needs to be sensitive to students who are fnistrated by the 

technology and to those who are ready to move faster. Giving feedback, encouraging, 

and supporting the learners is very important. 

+ Teacher as Guide: The teacher acts as a helpful guide, asking questions, making 

suggestions. providing hints. The teacher has as important role in helping the 

students to make faidi-life connections. The teacher acts as a guide to assist students 

in going further and experiencing other resources. In situations where the software 

content might need discussion (for example, if the theological t h s t  is too 

conservative or liberal, or if the biblical content is open for interpretation), the teacher 

provides a means or process for the discussion. 

+ Tercher as Participant: The teacher needs to be expenenced as one who is also 

leaming and growing in the faith jouniey. The teacher needs to model acceptance, 

wivillingness to search and question, openness to others' ideas, and belief in the 

students' abilities. The ieacher needs to be perceived as one who has experienced the 

s o h a r e  and found it to be a valuable expenence. The teacher works dong with the 

students as a partner, encouraging them to think and apply the lesson to life. 



Chapter 10 

A Review of Software 

This review of Christian software, while not cornprehensive, is a list of many of the 

software prograrns that are being used in Computer Centres today, and îhey are the ones that 

we have used in the Computer Centre at Trinity United Church. The prograrns have been 

organized into six categories. 

A) Interactive Bible Story Software: programs that present the Bible story using 

graphies. narration and animation, often with point and click spots which activate 

hurnorous animation. 

B) Curriculum or Curricuhm Supplement Sofhvrre: programs with content 

provides a supplement to the C U ~ C U ~ U ~  being used, or in some cases, could be the 

curriculum of study. 

C) Creitivity Software: tools for creative writing (e.g., making storybooks). 

D) Bible Research Software: research tools for biblicd study. 

E) Quiz and Memory Software: tools that quiz for retention or drill for 

memorization. 

F) Bible Gime Software: garnes based on Bible or lesson content. 
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The Tool for the Review of Sofhvare (Appendix V) was used as a guide for this 

review. Costs quoted are in U.S. funds and meant to show approximate costs. These figures 

were taken from the Sunday School Sofhvare 's Fall(1999) Catalogue, which is a primary 

SOUrCS for CL&+: LU ,~~~ai i  ç o ~ ~ ; t ' c  fûi ~ l c  Süsday Sihüsl.  IIxdwarz requirmeilts ore givèn only 

for IBM-compatible cornputers, since this is equipment t!at we use in the Conputer Centre at 

Trinity United Church. Comments from the Evaluation Questionnaires (Appendix 1 and 

Appendix III) given to the children at Trinity and teachers from other churches have been 

included in the review. 



A) Interactive Bible Story Software 

Kids Interactive Bible Series 

There are 8 CDS in the series: 
Life of itIoses tife of David 
Life & Ministry of Jesus Life of Paul 
Adventures with Daniel Adventures with Noah 
Birth and Boyhood of Jesus Jonah, Ruth & Samson 

Publis her: Kids Interactive 

Age Level: 6 to 1 I yean (Younger children will need assistance) 

Hardware requirements: Windows 3.1/95/98,8X CD or higher, 16 RAM 

Cost: US $ 1  5 

Summiry of the Progrrm: 
Each CD in the series follows the same format, with six areas to explore. 
The Mairi Story tells the story using text (with the option of voice narration) and animation. 
Each page has hin spots to click on for added animation and Iaughs. 
Discover the Bibk has actual chapters from the Bible, which can be read (or narrator read). 
Visuals and study notes are provided. 
Hero Hall of Famc tells more about the main biblical character of the story. 
In the Bible Quiz Show, students become participants in a quiz game based on the content. 
Bible Time Theatre shows animated cartoon clips of other parts of the character's story. 
Fun and Games provides several games and activities including a Memory Verse game. The 
games are an enjoyable way to finish the lesson. 

Content: 
The first four CDS were reviewed and the content was biblically correct and presented in an 
interesting manner whkh held children's attention. The children enjoyed the quiz game and 
it motivated them to work at retention. The Discover the Bible section was the Ieast 
interesting part for the children. ïhey needed to be encouraged to go there and to click on the 
study notes. The goal of the program is leaming about the life of the biblical character and 
any child who completes this content would certainly accomplish this goal. The connection 
to everyday life is not made and thus would need to be made with the students by the teacher. 

Learner Appeal: 
The children enjoy these programs with their bright and c o l o u f i  graphics and humorous 



animation. On the Evaluation questionnaire, most children identified the Quiz Show as their 
favourite spot. Theses programs are easy to navigate and clearly presented. 

Play and Learn 

Publisher: Victor 

Age Level: pre-school to early reader 

Hardware Requirements: Windows 3.1/95/98,4X CD ROM 

Surnmnry of the Program: 
Fi@ Bible stories are told with age-appropriate narration. Each page of the story has activity 
points to click on for animated action and sound. The Gnrnes Room provides several games 
related to the stories. There is also a Colouring section with story pages to colour and a 
Sing-a-Long section that has animated Bible songs. 

Content: 
The stories are well-told (written by children's writer Gilbert Beers) and age-appropriate. The 
click-on page animations are hurnorous and keep the children interested and involved. 
Questions are used to draw the children into the story and encourage thought. Stones are 
indexed by themes and story title. The God language is exclusively male. 

Learner Appeal: 
Younger children enjoy this colourful program. It is easy to navigate and lots of fun, while 
providing good content. It works well in the timeslot available for Sunday School. 
Knowledge of key biblical stories should increase with the use of this program. 



B) Curriculum or Curriculum Supplernent Sofhvare 
(Interactive Multimedia Topical Presentations) 

Life of Christ 

Producer: Uiscovery House Publishers (Discovery Interactive) 

Age Level: Eight years to Adult (Younger children \vil1 need assistance) 

Hardware Requirement: Windows '95 or '98,8X CD or higher, 16 bit colour 

Cost: US $39. 

Summary of the Prograrn: 
This program presents the life of Christ though 40 multimedia presentations that are each 
followed by a six-question quiz. Students work toward becoming expert Bible Explorers and 
solving clues about the life of Christ. The program includes a wonderfùl set of resources in 
the Professor's Library, including multimedia maps, videos, and interactive time-line, 
matching quizzes, etc. As well, there is a 3-D castle to explore (similai. to the popular game 
Myst) for clues to two Mystery Chests. Access to the castle is gained by putting the books of 
the New Testament in the correct order. 

Content: 
The biblical information is based in solid scholarship and is presented in a way that is 
interesting. (One exception that the reviewer noted was that it suggests that the gospel \vriter 
John and the witer of Revelation were the same person. Most scholars would disagree.) 
The lessons provide a thorough exploration of the biblical account of the life of Christ and 
the quizzes keep the students motivated toward retention. There is an excellent overview of 
the different goals and target audiences of each of the gospel writen. Completion of the 
prograrn would definitely increase biblical literacy. Each lesson closes with a question that 
attempts to relate the content to life today. Theologically, the material leans just slightly right 
of centre with an emphasis on a persona1 relationship with Jesus Christ. The applications to 
life are directed toward personal faith-life response rather than a justice-seeking response. 
The God language is exclusively male and evil is personified using the terms, "Devil" and 
"Satan". 

Learner Appeal: 
The high quality of the graphics and sound quality make this program an excellent teaching 
tool. The student's attention is held and positive feedback is provided for accomplishments. 
The pacing is set by the learners. Lessons and quizzes can be repeated until mastered. It is 
useable in the Sunday School timeslot for individual students or those working in teams of 2 



or 3. There is no adjustrnent for levels of dificulty? but younger children could be teamed 
with older children. Youth who completed questionnaires said the program was 'very 
interesting' . 

Publisher: Word Media 

Age Level: 1 1 years to Adult 

Hardware Requirements: Windows 3.1/95/98, 16 M M ,  6X CD 

Summary of the Progrrm: 
There are two options in using this program. 
1) Explore the Disciple's Archive which is really a multimedia library of resources (10 
narrated lessons by the Disciple on the Iife of Jesus, videos, maps, 3-D walk-throughs, 
articles, pictures, amvork, a JO-minute multimedia presentation on Jesus' life). The program 
also includes a search engine. 
2) Play the Disciple's Quest Garne. Students search for ten scrolls which are hidden 
throughout the Holy Land. The scrolls are from a Diary written by a first cenhiry follower of 
Jesus. To find the scrolls, students must find and apply dues and learn information about the 
life and times of Jesus using the database in the Archive. 

Content: 
This program has a vast amount of excellent information and resource material. The 
navigation is a linle challenging to learn, (the Teaching Resource fiom Sunday School 
S o f ~ a r e  is very helpful), but with practise is manageable. The content is theologically 
'middle of the road'. The presentation of the Quest makes the Disciple seem real and 
consequently the idea of discipleship can be explored. This program would certainly improve 
biblical literacy and increase knowledge of the history, archaeology and geography of the 
Holy Land. The God language is exclusively male. 

Leamer Appeal: 
This program is a linle more challenging than others reviewed in terms of navigation. The 
Quest Garne would be quite appealing to older students and adults, but sleuthing skills are 
needed. In order to add to the mystery, the presentation is 'darker' than most programs. (This 
is probably intended to add to the sense of mystery.) The Quest takes six hours to complete 
and so it is n major time cornmitment for Sunday School. Material in the Archive could be 



accessed for information in relation to many topics, but the students would need a search tool, 
for example, a work sheet, to help focus their attention. 

Publis her: Horizon 

Age Level: Teens, but pre-teens are very interested 

Hardware Requirements: Windows 95/98,75 MHz, 16 RAM 

Cost: US $25. 

Summary of the Program: 
Basic Christian beliefs are presented for youth using video clips, animation, and Christian 
music (including rock, rap, pop, hip-hop, alternative, metal, and reggae). There are over 
eight houn of content on a variety of topics, presented in creative ways: Who was Jesus? 
What does it mean to be a follower? What is a Christian lifestyle, including the topics of 
prejudice, self esteem, sex, payer, worship, sharing, evangelism? Singers and members of 
the Christian bands talk about the meaning of their lyrics and their faith. 

Content: 
Theologically, the tone is evangelical and more conservative than many United Church 
congregations. However, this can be used as a launching ground for excellent conversation 
on differences in theology and beliefs. It shows youth examples of young people like 
themselves who are committed to Christian faith and lifestyle. It presents content in an 
attractive and engaging manner, which at the very least will cause teens to ask some 
questions about their own faith. This program could be used as a resource for Confirmation. 
The God-language is exclusively male and evil is personified using the terms "Devil" and 
" Yatan". 

Leamer Appeal: 
This program has a hip, off-the-wall style which appeals to youth and they are surprised to 
hear their kind of music with Christian content. Everythmg is presented with a sense of 
humour. It is easy to navigate and provides many options. The qudity of the graphics and 
sound is very high. 



Bibleland. corn 

Publisher: New Kids Media 

Age Level: Grade 3 to 8 

Summary of the Program: 
This prograrn simulates a Bible-time World Wide Web with 100 Bible characters telling their 
own stories through their own 'home pages'. The stories are creatively told with functioning 
links to other home pages. There is a Search function. a Bible dictionary, games, and videos. 

Content: 
The material is well-witten, humorous and helps the students to look at the stories through 
the eyes of the participants. Theologically, it falls in the middle of the spectnim. It uses the 
New Living Translation of the Bible for reference. It succeeds in making faith connections to 
the real world and provides a vast arnount of content in an original fashion. The God- 
language is exclusively male. 

Lerrner Appeal: 
The excellent material provided on the pages loses some of its impact because the students 
must read the pages themselves instead of audio-narration. This causes them to [ose interest 
faster. This can be countered by providing a worksheet with questions to guide and focus 
their attention. It cm also be used as resource material for other wnting projects or questions 
for quines. 



C )  Creativity Software 

Writing Blaster (Kidsworks Deluxe) 

Publisher: Davidson Software 

Age Level: elernentary students 

Hardware Requirements: Windows 95 or 98. 
An earlier version called Kidsivorkî Delzrre is still available and will operate on a 486. 

Cost: US $35. 
Kidsworks Deluxe (earlier version): US $20. 

Summary of the Progrrm: 
This program allows children to create their own storybooks, cards, posters, etc., which are 
printable. Many options are available for ready-made backgrounds, illustrations, sound 
effects, graphics, colouring, and drawing. An added bonus is that the program will read aloud 
the story that has been created. This program is useful in helping children to connect with the 
Bible story through creating their own storybooks or telling the story through the eyes of one 
of the participants. Creating a newspaper or preparing content for younger children is a 
useful activity for older children. The program can be used with a wide variety of st0t-k and 
situations, and encourages creativity and imagination. 

Content: 
The prograrn does not present content other than information needed for wrîting and creating. 
It is clear and user-fiiendly. 

Learner Appeal: 
The children enjoy creating stones and poems, and inserting graphics and sounds. They 
especially enjoy hearing their story read back by the cornputer. 



D) Bible Research 

Life App iication Multimedia Bible 

Publisher: Parsons Technology 

Age Level: upper elementary, youth and adult 

Hardware Requirements: Windows 95/98,6X1s CD or bener, 16 RAM 

Summary of the Program: 
The complete Bible is presented (New Living Translation) with notes, articles, drarnatic 
readings. Bible maps, Bible dictionary, Bible personality profiles, tirnelines and search 
capabilities. There are 360 degree photobubbles of many Old and New Testament locations. 
Audio word pronunciations are an added touch. 

Content: 
One Bible translation is available - the New Living Bible, which is a contemporary, easy-to- 
read English translation. Theological conteût is predominately mainstream, with a slight 
leaning to the right or conservative end of the spectmm. The level of biblical scholarship is 
quite good with a few exceptions. For example, the introduction to the book of Exodus 
suggests that it was witten by Moses while in the wilderness. Most scholars suggest that it 
was recorded much later perhaps as late as the Exile. The language iç gneral and clear 
enough to be used with the younger set. This is an excellent program for research and 
background at a lower price than most multimedia Bibles which are geared to the scholarly 
Bible student. 

Leamer Appeal: 
The program is easy to navigate and understandable. While it is not as visually attractive or 
'fun' as other programs, it provides excellent resource matenal for older students and adults. 
Students would need a research tool (work sheet) or a focus or purpose (creating a story or 
monologue, or class presentation) to guide their exploration. 



E) Quiz and Memory Software 

Fa11 of Jericho 

Pu blisher: SONsoft and Sunday School Software 

Age Level: Questions can be developed for any age group, but younger children will need 
help with reading. 

Hardware Requirements: Windows 95/98 

Cost: US $30. 

Summary of  the Program: 
Students race from Egypt to Jericho by mswering multiple-choice quiz questions. The first 
person or team to reach Jencho gets to see the walls knocked down. Although the program 
cornes with its own set of questions, a question editor allows teachers or students to create 
questions geared to the stones or themes being studied and the age group. This provides an 
excellent and fiin review of content. 

Content: 
The questions provided with the program, based on general biblical knowledge, are a M e  
tough. However, the question editor allows teachers to develop their own questions based on 
the content that they emphasized in their class. As weil, the children and youth love to create 
questions for each other or for younger children. There is as much learning and review in 
creating the questions as there is in playing the game. 

Learner Apped: 
The children really enjoy playing this game, either singly or in teams. They especially enjoy 
creating and playing their own questions. Questions can be graded and selected according to 
level of difficulty. The graphics are not the highest quality, but this does not detract from 
their enjoyment of the program or their excitement 'when the walls corne tumbling down'. 



Grand Slam (Version 2.0) - Bible Baseball 

Publisher: Bible Games Company 

Age Level: Questions can be developed for any age group, but younger children will need 
help with reading. 

Hardware Requirement: Windows 3.1 or higher 

Cost: US $16. 

Sumrnary of the Program: 
Students play baseball by answering multiple-choice questions. Players or teams select the 
level of difficulty (single, double, triple, or homerun). A correct answer receives a cheer 
from the crowd and the batter runs the bases. Although the prograrn cornes rvith its own set of 
questions, a question editor allows teachers or students to create questions geared to the 
stones being studied and the age group. This is an excellent and enjoyable review of content. 

Content: 
The questions provided, based on general biblical knowledge, are a little tough. However, 
the question editor dlows teachers to develop their own questions based on the content that 
they emphasized in their class. As well, the children and youth love to create questions for 
each other or for younger children. There is as much leaming and review in creating the 
questions as there is in playing the game. 

Learner Appeal: 
The children redly enjoy playing this garne? either singly or in teams. They enjoy creating 
and playing their o m  questions. The options provided in tems of level of dificulty are a 
nice component of this prograrn. 



Crosswords and Word Garnes 

Publisher: Expert Software 

Age Level: S tudents rnust be able to read. 

Hardware Requirements: 386 or higher, Windows 3.1 or higher. 

Cost: US $15. 

Summary of the Program: 
This program cornes with several word games on it: Crosswords. Crypto-Mania, Hangman, 
Word Searches, Word Scrarnble, Word Match and Telephone Scramble. Each game has an 
easy-to-use puzzle editor which allows the teacher to create games based on the content of 
the Bible stories or themes being studied. As students play the games, they are reviewing 
content and increasing their recall of the lesson material. 

Content: 
The teacher creates content which reinforces the Bible story or theme being studied. 

Learner Appenl: 
The students enjoy doing the punles. Hangman and Telephone Scrarnble are especially 
popular. The prograrn is user-fiiendly. 



F) Bible Game Software 

Emdus for PC 

Publisher: Wisdom Tree 

Age Level: younger elementary through adult 

Hardware Requirements: DOS program, 386 or higher 

Cost: US $20. 

Sumrnary of Program: 
This Nintendo-style program has Moses collecting manna and using the Word of God to fight 
the people's rnurmurs, sin. the golden calf, and Pharaoh's soldiers. Players hclp Moses to 
solve 100 puzzles to complete the Exodus. Cornpletion of a puzzle or level is followed by 
five multiple choice questions on the Exodus story. 

Content: 
This is predominately a game to be used as an end-of-the-class reward or fiee-time activity. It 
would work quite well in a series of lessons on Moses and the Exodus, since it has Biblical 
content based on the Exodus story. 

Learner Appeal: 
Snidents (including adults) enjoy this fast-moving game. It is quite challenging and some 
levels have only one correct way to complete them. Eight demo screens provide helpful dues. 
The program would be irnproved with a 'Save Game' option. 



Captain Bible 

Publis her: Bridgestone 

Age Level: older elementary plus 

Hardware Requirements: DOS program, 386 and above 

Summary of Program: 
An action-adventure game where Captain Bible is sent to a hninstic city to rescue Chnstians 
from the 'Dome of Darkness'. He collects and uses scripture verses to counter the cyber-lies 
of a vast m a y  of robots. Players must be able to apply the scripnire which requires an 
understanding of the meaning, in order to Save the Christians ruid win the garne. 

Content: 
There are definitely pros and cons to this prograrn. There is an evangelical tone to the 
content in that the focus is on 'saving' people from the lies of the Dorne of Darkness and 
helping them to believe in the 'right' way. The application of scripture in fighting the cyber- 
lies suggests that there is ody  one way to interpret scnpture and does not allow for shades of 
meaning or biblical interpretation. Some people will question the fact that Captain Bible 
uses vioknce (even though it is called the 'sword of truth') to defeat the robots. There is an 
option to "restrict combat scenes", but that does take a great deal away from the game. 
There are four options for the version of scripture to be used in the game. As well, there are 
three levels of dificulty. Repeated play increases the familiarity and even memorization of 
scnpture (e.g., students will know what the greatest commandment is by the time they have 
completed the first level). This is a prograrn to use for fun times or as a reward. 

Learner Appeal: 
The young people really enjoy this program. It is user-fiiendly. The quality of the sound and 
graphics is not high in this older DOS program. The characters speak through word bubbles 
rather than auditory conversation. This, however? does not seem to restrict the interest and 
enthusiasm of the students who are always eager to play. 



Publisher: Wisdom Tree 

Age Level: 8 years and above 

IIardware Requirriiirnts: DOS program, Windows 3. i or Sghrr 

Sumrna y of the Program: 
This arcade, Nintendo-style game teaches students the order of the books of the Bible as well 
as several key truths and key verses. Students select a character to race through forests and 
swamps filled with hazards. They collect Books of the Bible to be retumed to the 'heavenly 
library' and placed in the correct order. 

Content: 
The content provides the names and order of the books of the Bible, key truths and key 
verses. Options are provided to select Old Testament, New Testament or both. Through 
play, students becorne more familiar with the names of the books, their order and their 
content. This prograrn could be used in a lesson series on the Bible or as an end-of-class 
reward or fiee-time activity. 

Learner Appeal: 
This is an older DOS program and so the graphics and sound are not as interesting as some 
other programs. However, students enjoy playing this game. There are options for level of 
difficulty and there is an editor to modiQ the questions about each book. 



Chapter 11 

Conclusion 

This study began pondering: Is there a role for the effective use of computer 

technology in Christian Education? Could the computer be a useful tool or resource to assist 

in the important task of Christian numire and education? 

Almost two years later, the author feels confident in responding to thesc questions in 

the affirmative. The results of our experience with the Cornputer Centre at Trinity United 

Church in Wallaceburg, and the experiences of the other churches contacted for this study, 

witness to the positive impact of the introduction of computers into Sunday School prograrns. 

First of dl ,  the children were eager to leam with computers and to participate in the 

Computer Centre. As our s w e y  at Trinity showed, the majonty gave the Computer Centre 

the highest rating on the questionnaire and considered it to be an 'awesome' addition to the 

Sunday School program. 

From an educational perspective, we believe that the computer program has irnproved 

their learning and retention of the content studied. The multimedia presentation of content 

made possible by computer technology increases leaming by engaging several senses, and the 

interactive capabilities draw students into the material giving them options and control as 

never before. This enriches leaming, and as the children replied so often on their 



questionnaires, "It's fun." 

At another level, we believe that the use of cornputer technoiogy sends a message that 

the church and the faith is relevant to today's world. It is extremely important to reach out to 

children and youth in the languape of today. Without a dnuht, technolngy ic a major fnrce in 

today's world and will play an even greater role in the future. 

Neil MacQueen, a leading expert in this field, ofien speaks about the importance of 

cornmunicating in the language of today, and he reminds listeners of the story of ~entecost." 

On Pentecost. the Holy Spirit gave the disciples the gift of speaking in a different or foreign 

language, the language of the hearer. Those who were listening were amazed, "They are 

speaking in our language. We c m  understand what they are saying." Many people were 

added to the church that day, because they heard the gospel in a language that reached them. 

in a way that made sense to them. 

Surely this is our goal today. In a time of declining attendance at church and Sunday 

School, we must make use of every tool. and every ounce of our creativity, to translate the 

Word of God into language that makes sense to children, youth and adults today. The 

cornputer is a new, powerful tool to help us. 

Of course, there are people who question the need for new tools or different ideas. 

Like the naysayers at Pentecost, who accused the disciples of being dnink on new vine, they 

charge that the expense of tirne and money for this new ministry is unnecessary, wastefùl, and 

represents a weakening to the popular god of technology. 

. .- - 

I 8  MacQueen, ibid., p.3. 



Peter's response to the nay-sayers of his day is helphl for us, too. "We are not drunk. 

It is only nine o'clock in the morning ... A time for arnazement and astonishment ... A time for 

the young to dream dreams and the old to see visions." Most certainly, as we enter this new 

millennium, it i s  a time for new dreams and visions and the courage to hy new rvays. 

In Theology in a Digital Worid, theologian David Lochhead also used the image of 

Pentecost in speaking about the potentid for good that arises fiom new technology. 

However, he held it in creative tension with another biblical image - the tower of Babel. 

Genesis tells the story of the building of a tower that was a feat of technology in its day, but 

which brought about confusion, misunderstanding, and isolation. Writing in 1988, Lochhead 

demonstrated extraordinary understanding of the gift and challenge of this new medium that 

was just beginning to take hold. 

"Babel and Pentecost. They are both present in the new computer culture. That 
should not surprise us. In any new human venture, in any new technology, Babel and 
Pentecost are always there. Computers will not depenonalize us. Neither will they 
bnng us to the kingdom of God. To use cornputers faithfully, we need to discem both 
the Babel and the Pentecost in the new culture. To discern only Babel will condemn 
us to be marginalized by the new culture that is about to appear. To see only 
Pentecost will blind us to the cry of the victims that technological change creates. To 
use new technology faiffilly, 1 believe, means to discem both. That cornputers have 
their place in the Iungdom, 1 have no doubt. That cornputers will create the 
Kingdom, 1 have no illu~ion."'~ 

This study has used the experiences of churches who are using computer technology 

in their programs of Christian Education to explore the 'Pentecost' or benefits of computer- 

enhanced Christian Education (Chapter 6 )  and the 'Babel' or limitations of introducing 

David Lochhead, Theologv in a Digital World, (Toronto: United Church Publishing 
House, l988), p. 80. 
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computer technology to Our educational programs (Chapter 7). Practical suggestions have 

been gleaned fiom these experiences to assist churches who are considering expanding their 

ministry in this way (Chapter 8). Attention has been given to understanding the changed role 

of the teacher when cnmputerr are intrnducec! intn the $.fin&y %hm! (Chqter 9). P R e ~ i - ~ v  

of Sohvare has been included in order to demonstrate the range of options that are available 

and the potential for prograrns. 

In exploring the experiences of other churches, we discovered some fascinating and 

creative projects relating to the use of the World Wide Web (Chapter 5 )  in Christian 

Education. We leamed of classes surfing the Net using pre-approved sites and of the 

creation of a variety of web sites for Sunday School purposes (a web page of a youth group! a 

page created for fourth graders by their teacher, a Sunday School whose curriculum is to 

create content to be posted on their question and answer site on the Web, mission awareness 

through e-mail conversations with a mission worker and study of the area). The potential of 

this area for ministry and outreach is immense. 

It is also an area which is fiaught with dangers (pornography and predators to narne 

two), and it needs to be approached with caution and carefii planning. The gifts and 

challenges, the "Babel and Pentecost", of digital technology are especially strong as the 

Sunday School and youth groups move into the unchartered waters of the Web. This is an 

area for M e r  study and carefid experimentation. The projects described above demonstrate 

exciting and untap ped po tential for learning , growth and outreach. 

Another area for further focus would be on discovering ways to facilitate computer 
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use for congregations by reducing costs. Perhaps churches could work together in order to 

lighten the cost and avoid duplication of resources. Congregations could loan or swap 

software. Presbytery resource centres could develop a lending library of CD ROM softtvare. 

Perhap mc?o finmci~! recx rces  neid te he h e d  I! . ~ ~ t i c ~ d  I!-YP!S ~f the c h ~ x h  to 

provide grants to assist congregations and Sunday Schools in making the step into computer 

technology. 

Another area for M e r  study would be the development of Sunday School 

cumculum which integrates computer use by suggesting software and cornputer applications. 

A challenge for Sunday Schools usinp computers at present is that they must create their 

computer C U ~ C U ~ U ~  themselves because no prepared curriculum does so in an integrated and 

intentional way. Many colleges and universities are currently offering courses on the 

Intemet. What about a Sunday School curriculum delivered in the same manner? 

The possibilities and potential are immense if the church is prepared to move into the 

digital world. With creative and careful planning and use? this medium can enrich our 

programs and our ability to comrnunicate the faith. 

Two years have passed since the idea for this thesis took root in my mind. In those 

hvo years I have noticed a significant increase in the rate at which digital technology is being 

integated into our lives. The snowballing effect of technological advances is changing our 

world at a rapid rate. Recently as 1 watched television, 1 was surpnsed to note that every 

commercial for a product included a web address for e-shopping. I redize how much my life 

has become accustomed to e-mail and the resources of the Intemet. My children use the 
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cornputer as a natural extension of themselves. Computer technology has brought profound 

changes that I can identifi, and I would be the first one to admit that I am not up-to-date on 

the latest developments in this field or what new developments are on the horizm. 

change due to technology is rapid today, we will be arnazed at what will happen as the 'Net- 

generation' grows up and ascends to power. As adults, we must leam about new technology. 

Tapscoa says that the process is different for children. Because they are bom with it, these 

children simply assimilate technology naturally as part of their world. It becomes a naninl 

extension of themselves, as normal as breathing. These are the children that we are seeking 

to reach in Our Sunday Schools. It is little wonder that they are bored with the 'cut and paste' 

activities of many Sunday School cumcula. We are dealing with a changed reality. 

Perhaps the choice for the church and Christian Educators today, is not whether we 

will have cornputers in our Sunday Schools, but how we will respond to the changed reulity 

that is alreaa'y upon us, a change we are just beginning to comprehend. Cornputer 

technology is here to stay; we live in a digital world. The proverbial 'barn door' is open. 

The choice is whether we will befnend the giant that has corne in. A giant that is both 'Babel 

and Pentecost'. 

This project has given me the opportunity, really the incentive, to explore something 

new and exciting in educational ministry. Like the disciples on that f int  Pentecost, I have 

been arnazed at what God's Spirit has made possible, for what I believed was an impossible 

drearn two years ago has corne to pas .  It has been my joy to watch it grow and a source of 
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delight to watch our young people eager and excited to l e m  'the old, old story' of our faith 

in new ways that are attractive and meaningful to them. I look forward to more leaming and 

growing as we continue to translate the faith in our digital world. 
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APPENDM I : Computer Centre Questionnaire 
For Children and Youth 

Date: 
Age: 
Grade: 

What program(s) did you use in the Computer Centre today? 

Rate the software that you used: (circle a number on the line) 

1 2 3 4 5 
boring interesting 

1 3 3 4 5 
easy to understand hard to understand 

What did you like best about the program? 

Was there anything that you didn't like? What was it? 

Did you l e m  sornething new? If yes, what? 

Would you like to use this program again? Why? 

What do you think of die addition of the Computer Centre to our pr 
1 A CI 

s at Trinity? 
1 L 3 4 5 
Not that interested Okay Awesome, 

Great idea! 

Name: 
(only if you want to) 



APPENDIX II: Questionnaire for Christian Educators 

The information on this questionnaire ivill be used in a Master's Thesis studying the use of 
Cornputers in Christian Edzrcation. Thank you for your assistance! 

Description of Congregational Setting: 
Denornination: 
Size of Sunday School: 
Sett,inn. O- - p2d - t,co.~l - c i 3  

Size of Congregation: 
Country: 

Describe the computer setting:(eg. Computer Centre or Lab. single computer in smdl 
Sunday School, learning centre, etc.) 

Describe the computer(s): ( eg. PC, MAC, 486 with CD ROM, Pentiurn 100, etc.) 

Horv long have you been using cornputers in your C.E. 
program? 
The Computer(s) is (are) : 

- purchased and owned by church for Christian Education use 
- borrowed from members 
- donated 
- other (specifi) 

How and where did you receive funding for your computer(s) and software? 

How do you supervise and mrintain security of your computer(s)? 

Describe how have you incorporated the computer into your program of Christian 
Education? (eg. In Sunday School? In Confirmation? In mid-week programing? In Adult 
Study? In Youth Group?) 



What software have you found useful in your Christian Educntion progrnm? (Titles and 
sources) 

What would you say are your important learnings about the effective use of computer 
technology in Christian Education? 

What advice would you give to rnyone beginning to explore this area? 

Are you using the worldwide web in your Christian Education programs? If yes, how? 

What in your opinion is the benefit(s) of the use of the computer in Christian 
Education? 

Have you identified any limitations, werknesses or pitfalls? What are 
they? 

Optional: Name: 
Address: 

Thanks for your lime in complethg tliis questionnaire! 



APPENDM III: Software Evaluation Questionnaire 
For Teachers and Leaders 

n e  information on this questionnaire will6e used in a Mmter S Thesis stuciying the use of 
Computers in Christian Educat ion. Thank you for your assistance! 

Describe the corn puter setting:(eg. Computer Centre or Lab, single cornputer in small 
Sunday School, learning centre, midweek group, study group, confirmation, etc.) 

Describe the computer(s) that were used: (eg. PC, Mac, 486 with CD ROM, Pentium 100, 
etc.) 

The Computer(s) is  (are) : 
- purchased and owned by church for Christian Education use 
- borrowed from members 
- donated 
- other (speciQ) 

Age of participants: 

Name and description of Software program used: 

Describe how the software was used: Please give a bnef surnmary of your lesson plan. 

Evaluntion of Software (Circle a number on the line) 

Using the program: The program was 
1 2 3 4 5 
Clear, easy to navigate Confushg 



Graphics and Presentation 
T 2 3 4 5 
Outdated, slow Attractive 

Presentation of content: Content mater ial wus 

Clear and logical 

- 

Too &sy for age of pa&ipants Suitable Too difficult 

Th eological perspective 
1 2 3 4 5 
Consistent with our church Too conservative/liberal 

Attructiveness to fearners: The learners 

Enjoyed this program Seemed bored or frustrated 

Attractiveness to teacher: As a teacher, I 
1 2 4 5 
Enjoyed teaching 
with the program 

Would have rather used 
another teaching method 

Would you recornmer~d th& soflware for otlter compter centres ? 
No Why? 
Yes Why? G o o d  presentation of content 
- a good presentation of Christian life today 

a good discussion starter - 
- the leamerç enjoyed it 

a fùn reinforcement of the Iesson - 
a fUn der-the-lesson reward - 
other - 

Optional: Name 
Church 
Your position 

Thanks for your assistance! 



APPENDIX IV: Active Observation Tool for Computer Centre 

Students are teamed in groups of two or three in front of each of the cornputers. The observer 
will focus on one group for 10 minutes and then shift to another group. 

Mark with a checkmark the number of occurrences and record any additional notes: 

Active participation of each of the students by using the mouse 
by giving an mswer 
by making a suggestion 
by reading content aloud 

Spontaneous verbal responses to content or activities 
eg. Laughter, hurray's, um's,  groans 

Concentration: times when child's attention strays (eg. looking at another cornputer or out 
the window) 
a child exhibits thoughtful searching for answer 
reiuctance to leave the program or centre 

Physicrl posture: descnbe physical posture of the students 
record anything that might show attentiveness or boredom 

Retention of content: ability to answer related questions 
scores of quizzes (if applicable) 

Discipline problems: any time when a teacher needs to reprimand a student 

Comments made by the students: 

Other observations of note: 



APPENDIX V: Tool for the Review of Software 

Name of Software Program: 
Pu blisher: 
Age Level: 
Hardware Requirements: 
Cost: 
Category: Interactive Bible Story Software 

Curricuium or Curricuium Suppiement S o b a r e  
Creativity Software 
Bible Research Software 
Quiz and Memory Software 
Bible Game Software 

Summrry of the Program: 

Content: 
1s the factual information correct? 
1s the presentation clear and logical? 
1s it user-friendly and easy to navigate? 
1s there a theological bias in the program which is acceptable to your church? 
Does the prograrn rnake dogmatic statements? 
Does it allow for other opinions and perspectives? 
Does the program use jargodlanguage unique to denomination or areas? 
1s the content free from exclusive, racist, militaristic language art and symbols? 
What values are conveyed? 
Which version of the Bible does it use for reference? 
Does the content have educationd value? 
Does it increase biblical literacy? 
Does it promote a lived faith? Does it connect faith to the real world? 

Learner Appeal: 
Does the program attract and keep leamer's attention? 
Are the graphics and sound quality of a desirable level? 
Does it teach something that is important for the student to leam? 
Does it provide varying levels of difficuity? 
1s it useable in the time slot available? 

+Mmy of the questions were taken or adapted fiom an evaluation tool found in Future 
Directions in Christian Education: Cornputer Technology in Christian Education , Division 
of Mission in Canada, 1990. 




